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The team of professionals

CEO

With a training and experience of  
more than 9 years as project  
manager in the area international,  
Irene Mata has contributed to the  
internationalization of companies by  
geographical areas of Europe and  
Asia. Managing projects in up to 22  
countries.

Specialized professionals

The company has a wide network of highly qualified professionals specialized in trade international. In the company  
the work system is collaborative, persons from different departments they contribute their ideas and their  
knowledge to achieve a common goal. In this way, we manage to take into account the greatest number of variables to  
transform risks into opportunities.



Purpose, Mission and Vision

Mission

Provide to the companies the appropriate tools to  
that reach projects in the field international, so that  
achieve the necessary inspiration and a greater  
recognition and growth.

Offer services support and accompaniment loyal
to users of international trade, for that products
or services can reach a greater number of users.

Purpose

Guide and inspire the development and international  
expansion of those medium-sized companies that  
prioritize quality and excellence.

Vision

BECAUSE

EXCUSE ME

THAT



Support services and news



Portfolio of services



New services!

The professionals at Dynamic Brands collaborate with our  

partner TuComex for enlarge the offer of courses from  

training. On is section you'll find everything what you need  

for put you on to the day on CommerceExterior!

Now we incorporate to our offer services from advice  

legal, tax and accountant for the establishment from  

your subsidiary in Croatia

- Implantation

- Advice

- Management



We are celebrating!



At Dynamic Brands we celebrated our first anniversary!

On behalf of the Dynamic Brands team, from our headquarters in Zadar, we want to thank to ourclients,  

collaborators, relatives and friends the have it done possible.

The key to success, increase and development achieved during the first year of activity, has been that we have  

constantly given the highest priority to our purpose: to offer a quality service, close to the client and adapted to their  

needs.

These achievements have materialized; with the satisfaction of our clients, the expansion of the number of markets  

in which we offer our support, as well as the incorporation of new services to ouroffer.

The secret of success is constancy in  

purpose (Benjamin Disraeli)

Congratulations, čestitam!



News Comex



Dynamic Brands  
collects every  
trimester current  
news in their areas of  
influence

The technologies  
certified and  
modernized  
according to strict  
quality criteria make  
the Balkans a very  
attractive area for  
the identification of  
suppliers.

The European Union and the  
United States reached an  
agreement this morning to  
extend the suspension of cross  
tariffs for four years .

News of the
3rd quarter
2021

Internationalization Plan for the  
Spanish Economy 2017-2027 Latest technology  

and high quality  
standards in the  

balkans

The trade agreement for wine,  
oil and cheese is extended

The commitment to  
business  
internationalization is  
one of the pieces key  
of recovery Spanish  
economic. Creation  
of FIEM funds.

Grants for digital  
transformation for  
Associations or Federations  
of Exporters



Thank you,  

Hvala!

We Transform Your  

Creativity Into Strategy.

www.dynamicbrands.eu

http://www.dynamicbrands.eu/

